
     

                      

Energy LB Resources LLC 
Nashua, NH 

www.energyLB.com 
603-275-7238 

An Authorized Affiliate Company  of 

Energy  Integrated Solutions Inc 
Atlanta, GA 

www.energyintegratedsolutions.com 

40+ Years of Optimizing Energy 

reduce ● reuse ● renew ● optimize 

Partnering with the NH  Grocers Association !

Dedicated to identifying and engineering energy savings solutions, 
and becoming an ongoing resource and energy partner.

Enhancing  Cooling Capacity and Performance of Refrigeration/
Freezer and HVAC equipment and systems.

LED Lighting/Controls for every form factor - Cooler Case,  Interior 
Ceiling, High Lumen Exterior Areas, etc.

Offering a  wealth of technologies and expertise for a vast array of 
load groups and subsystems found in energy intensive   
operations  -  like the food industry! 
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Our solutions do not aim to control or govern operations. We optimize your machinery 
and infrastructure power usage to reduce and recover  your energy and resources so less is 
required to run your plant.  Demand is improved concurrently.  

Grocery Stores are unique in their energy usage characteristics, and 
challenges.  Refrigeration/Cooling Systems,  along with Lighting, constitute 
85%-90% of all electricity and fuel costs - largely  independent of the 
season! We adopt an integrated, whole facility approach towards 
operational reduction and optimizations through a diverse array of 
technologies addressing these, and many, subsystems. 

We become a resource for you from initial engagement, through 
engineering, deployment, and verification of all efficiency improvements. 
Post installation, we commit to a periodic, formal MnV process based on 
the EvoWorld - a US Dept. of Energy entity -  IPMVP Protocol for assessing 
and measuring energy performance. This is a central element of every  suite 
of solutions we implement.  

Savings are guaranteed and insured through a Lloyds of London 
underwritten policy.  

Typical results are 12%-30% reduction in energy consumption, with 
paybacks of three years or less.  Benefits contribute directly to improved 
operational profitability.  

Part of our process is to accompany you in obtaining available rebates 
and incentives to assist in covering cost of investment.  

We are eager to get to know you, and understand your facility and 
operations, in order  to design best in class, cost-effective solutions. 

For Inquiries, Information, or to begin a 
Conversation, contact us!  

Now offering free initial analysis and estimates to NHGA member organizations!        
Proud to be a partner, and member, of the NH Grocers Association. 
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